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The Extended Report: Copies of this Report are deposited in Exeter at the Devonshire
Association office at7 The Close; the West Country Studies Library; and the Sites and
Monuments Register, County Hall.

A Shortened Report on Pitt Farm appe¿ìrs in TDA I28 (1996);
roundhouse in TDA 127 (1995).

also an illustration of the

The Recorders
Mary Binge - surveying, maps, plans, photography.
John Cann - surveying, plans, drawing, photography.
Madeleine Constable - photography, research.
Rosemary Horsman - written reports, research, photography.
Elizabeth Pascoe - drawings.
Brian Roï - team leader, surveying, research, photography.

The Recording
The original recording team visited Pitt Farm in the autumn of 1993 and recorded the
roundhouse in detail. Background research was carried out at this time and some
photographs taken. In 1995 it was decided to return to record the cider works in detail.
The main farmyard and lower yard were recorded less fully and measurements where
given are approximate. Further photographs were taken.
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PITT FARM, CHUDLEIGH KNIGHTON
Introduction
Pitt Farm was selected for recording as an example of a well built and well maintained
farmstead extensively rebuilt around 1900. ln 1992 planning permission was granted for
the conversion of these buildings to living accommodation. The farmhouse, buildings and
about five acres of land were being offered for sale. The whole farmstead group is Grade
II Listed. On the edge of Chudleigh Knighton, new farm buildings have been erected
behind the old turnpike cottage which has now become the farmhouse. In addition to the
buildings of the main farmstead, the cider works and lower yard are discussed. In 1994
the farm was 97 acres.
Location
Pitt Farm lies at the southern tip of Hennock parish, at OS ref SX 851779, on gently
sloping land untypical of this generally hilly parish. The farm houæ, 100 feet above sea
level, faces south east and is set back approximately 150 yards from the old 438 road
from Chudleigh to Chudleigh Knighton - the main Exeter to Plymouth turnpike. The new
438 dual carriageway, on the east of the River Teign, which partly follows the route of
the old Teign Valley railway line, now takes the main traffic. The farm land runs down
to meadows on the west bank of the river. The underlying rocks are carboniferous grey
shales and sandstones, and there are rich alluvial deposits near the river. There is a small
quarry on the farm from which stone may have been used in the farm buildings;
Chudleigh limestone rocks are one mile to the east.

History
Pitt Farm was the home farm of a small estate. The present stone built farmhouse dates
from around 1800. There is reference to a Pitt House inl7l2r, and some cob within the
present house indicates a rebuild on the same site. In one of the farm buildings there are
17th century moulded beams and joists that may have been reused from the old house.

In

1780 Thomas Pinsent was the owner occupier of Pitt.2 There had been Pinsents, or
Pynsents, in the area since at least the 17th century.3 From 1803 his nephew Charles
Pinsent was adding and exchanging plots of land with the Templers
Lindridge,
Kingsteignton to consolidate his estate.4 One of the 20th century buildings has a re-used
date stone inscribed 'CP 1809', the initials presumably being those of Charles Pinsent
who died in 1826 aged 59. In 1841, his widow Mary was living at Pitt Farm. She died
in 1844 aged 72. Their monuments are in Hennock church.

of

The next Pinsent, another Thomas, married well and decided to build a mansion a few
hundred yards east of Pitt Farm, to become known as Pitt House.s His architect was
Gilbert Scott of Scott and Moffatt, London. Gilbert Scott, born in 1811, was later to
design, amongst numerous other buildings, the Albert Memorial in London and
1
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'modernise' many hundreds of churches. The church in the hamlet of Chudleigh
Knighton, built in 1841, was designed by Scott.6 For Thomas Pinsent he designed'an
elegant mansion house...in the Elizabethan style...fit for the residence of afamily of
distinction.'7 Both the tithe map and the apportionment indicate that the new house was
under construction in 1838. The tithe map also shows that the layout of Pitt farmstead
has changed little since then but the large walled garden lying directly east of the
farmyard, which later became incorporated into the grand gardens of the mansion, once
belonged to Pitt Farm.

In October 1842 a tenant was being sought for the Farms and by December 1843 the
whole estate was being advertised for sale.e Local research has not shed light on the
fortunes of the Pinsent family but the conjecture must be that there was a family or
financial crisis. Cerøinly in 1845 the firm of Messrs Scott and Moffat featured
prominently on the front cover of the sale particulars both as architects and as a source
of the particulars together with solicitors in London, Exeter and Teignmouth. The sale
particulars for July 1845 give details of the estate consisting of the mansion house with
its gardens and park of 25 acres, 8 acres of woodland and orchard in hand, and Pitt Farm

with 136 acres - 169 acres in total.
In the census of both 1841 and 1851 Pitt House was mentioned but 'Uninhabited'. By
1857 Pitt House was the residence of George T Braine and by 1866 it was the residence
of Robert Pulsford,lo sometime MP for Hereford. But on each occasion for the census
returns of 1861, 1871 and 1881 the only residents were a couple of house servants.
There was more stability at Pitt Farm. On ladyday 1843 James Tosswill, 'a tenant of
great respeaabilify'll became the tenant of Pitt Farm with 128 acresl2 at a rent of
f260.t3 It was a farm with a dwelling house 'fit for a respectable family' ra and good
buildings. Also mentioned in the 1842 letting details and 1845 sale particulars are four
farm cottages, and a cottage for the hind, or senior farm worker, near the main road.
This latter cottage with its small range of buildings have been included with Pitt Farm
since at least the time of the tithe map and became known as the Lower Yard.
Robert Were, aged 50, was the tenant in 1851.15 He had a wife, a stepdaughter, a son
Peter aged 10 years, and three daughters - nvins aged 6 years and a four year old born
before they came to Pitt. Peter and his sisters were all still at home ten years later.
Father and son 'were still farming in 1871, but by 1881 Peter, aged 40 and unmarried was
living with his widowed mother. By 1883 Andrew Goss had become the tenant. Despite
the large attic accommodation, no more than nvo living in servants, sometimes listed as
farm servants are recorded in the census details. The'Weres also employed nvo to four
other labourers on the farm.

In about 1889 Charles Seale Hayne inherited the Pitt Estate from his relative Robert
Pulsford and made it his Devonshire residence until his death in 1903. Born in 1833, he
remained a bachelor and led an active life dedicated to public service. He was Liberal
Member of Parliament for Ashburton and Mid Devon between 1885 and 1903; he was
a barrister, Privy Councillor and JP. As well as the Pitt Estate he had a London house
and property

in Dartmouth and Kingswear. Charles Seale Hayne's family came from
3

Dartmouth and he himself did much to regenerate the life of the town in the second half
of the 19th century. He was known also for his special interest in agriculture. His
considerable wealth was left in a trust that established and endowed Seale Hayne College
of Agriculture, NewtonAbbot(nowpartof theUniversityof Plymouth). AtPitthemade
additions to the mansion to include 'every accommodationfor a Gentleman's Family,
includíng a ..... spacious picture gallery or saloon.'16 This was to house his collection
of some 300 pictures all of which were sold when he died.tT Charles Seale Hayne
entertained extensively at Pitt House. The heyday of this large Victorian house was
probably during his ownership. Listed Grade II*, it is now converted into flats.
Charles Seale Hayne increased the size of the Pitt Estate to 237 acres by the addition of
Culverhouse Combe and Warwick's farms, which were situated in the small valley north
of Pitt
Of particular interest is his rebuilding of most of the farm buildings at
Pitt where Robert Ellis was his tenant.rs The sale particulars of 19041e give full
details of the farm buildings which have been adapted rather than altered during the
following ninety years. Also included in the pafticulars is the turnpike cottage situated
a few hundred yards west of Pitt. In 1994 this cottage became the farmhouse for the Pitt
Farm land, with new covered yards and milking parlour on a green field site close by.

Farm.

The new owner of the Est¿te in 1904 was another Member of Parliament - Captain Ernest
Fitzroy Morrison-Bell.20 There was a further sale in 1919 when Sir Francis Layland
Barrett was the purchaser. He was one time MP for Torquay and his portrait hangs in
the Torquay museum at Torre Abbey. Sir Francis purchased only 90 acres, including Pitt
Farm, of the 140 acres offered for sale.

V H Buckingham became the tenant in 1935 when Pitt Farm, consisting of 107 acres was
let by tendell by Sir Francis. In 1948 he became the owner of Pitt Farm and was
joined by his nephew Hugh on the farm in 1970. V H Buckingham died in 1991 aged
94 after which the farmhouse and surrounding farm buildings were put on the market.

The Farm House and Buildings
The house and buildings can be divided into 3 areas: 1. Farmstead consisting of the
farmhouse and surrounding group of buildings, listed Grade II; 2. T:he Cider Works
siruated to the north of the farmstead; and 3. The Lower Yard of older buildings on a
separate site in a small valley to the west, also listed Grade II.

1.

The Farmstead

In

1994 the buildings

of the main farmyard were substantially those of 1904 which had
been modernised by Charles Seale Haynet' from 1890 onwards, but the layout was
unaltered since 1838. The linhays of the lower yard appear unchanged throughout the
period.

The main enclosed yard, once cobbled and with a dung pit in the centre23 but now
concreted, does not seem to have been planned on a clean site. It is an awkward shape
4
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apparently dictated by an existing farmhouse, barn, walled garden and the track behind
the farmstead that lead from the mansion to the turnpike in a westerly direction. It has
none of the trademarks of the new planned Georgian and Victorian farmyards with their
square layout and barn to the north; and in neither the 'planned' farmstead nor the
traditional farmsteads is it usual to find the farmhouse on the downhill side of a yard
where any muck would arrive at the back door.
The water supply for the farmyard and house came from a large underground tank close
to the cider works and apparently built at the same time as that building.
The stone built farmhouse (1a) dates from late 18th or early 19th century. This would
agree with the datestone inscribed 'CP 1809' now on the granary. The house, which
faces south east, contains some cob from an earlier house. The front windows are all
Georgian sash type, but at the rear and east end there remain older leaded lights. It is a
four bedroomed house built for a 'respectable family';24 probably not intended to be a
traditional Devon farmhouse where the farm servants of the lesser yeomanry all ate
around the family table in the large kitchen. There were two large attics on the third
floor for domestic or farm servants, approached by back stairs. Over the years the house
had some alterations and additions, mainly at the rear adjacent to the yard, where there
were extensive kitchens, as well as dairy and scalding room. The slate shelving in the
dairy and tiled floor mentioned in 1935 were still in situ in 1994 - as was the original
outside Victorian WC mentioned in the particulars of 1904. Unfortunately this Victorian
WC was stolen in early 1996, soon after the farmstead was sold.
Access to the main farmyard is between the south eastern end of the barn (1b) and south
western end of the fa¡mhouse. The gateway is flanked by a handsome pair of square
section, tapering granite posts, 8' tall. Viewed from the southern end, the barn is an
imposing building: tall and quite narrow, flanked by lean-tos. The main barn is
approximately 60' x 17' with cob walls 18" thick on a plinth of local stone, and three tie
beams across the interior. It is probably mid 18th century, although the roof structure
of interlocking clay tiles and the conversion of the original half hips to gables all date
from shortly before Mr Buckingham's tenancy in 1935. The original top line of the south
wall is visible in the render, immediately above the owl slot.25 There are two pairs of
opposing double doors 8' wide; there is a wooden threshing floor between each pair and
the barn floor is on three different levels down the slope. It is these changes of floor level
combined with a horizontal roof line26 and new gable end that give the barn such a tall
appearance. The exterior is rendered but unpainted while the interior is rendered and
whitewashed. There is a small shuttered window at high level over the central westfacing double door. Traditionally the barn would have been used for storing straw; and
threshing, with a flail, would have taken place on a threshing floors between the open
double doors. After the roundhouse was added, the barn housed a fixed threshing
machine.2T Horse power was later replaced by stationary engine power. By 1935 a
Lister 5hp engine powered the belt driven equipment used in the preparation of livestock
feed and, later, sheep shearing. A shaft, with three drive wheels of 12", 6" and 18"
diameter, crossing the barn was in situ in 1994. Some items were listed as landlord's
fixtures in 193528 though not a thresher. An old thresher that Mr Buckingham purchased
in 1936 was sold in 1995 as a collector's item.
6

At the lower end of the barn, convenient to the yard entrance, is a lean-to cart shed (1c)
described in 1904 as stone built and thatched. It is now roofed with the same tiles as the
barn. It is open fronted, facing south-west,2e with a loft over reached by a door at high
level in the external wall that faces towards the roundhouse. The upper floor is supported
on oak beams and joists which have been taken from a domestic building: they have
chamfered edges, those on the beams are on the upper and lower angles of one side,
showing that they are now set on their sides. The cart shed was once thatched. It is
probable that it dates from around 1809 and that the reused timbers came from the old
farmhouse then being rebuilt.
The roundhouse (1d)
Roundhouses - also known elsewhere in the country as engine houses, wheelhouses, or
pound houses - had short lives on farms in their original form. They were built from
circa 1800 to mid century to accommodate a team of horæs, normally two or four in
number. Harnessed to the centre wheel the horses drove the heavy cast iron gearing that
transferred power to the first threshing machines which were sited inside the traditional
barns. In Devon the use of the name pound houæ in this context causes confusion since
the Devon pound house contains the apple pound or crusher; however, if, as was
sometimes the case,3o a horse engine powered an apple crusher, the name was correct.
By 1850 steam power was taking over and it soon became more practical for a traction
engine to tow a mobile threshing machine to a rick yard. Often the horse engine was
replaced by a petrol one, housed in the old wheelhouæ. The main wheel and heavy
gearing was replaced by much lighter shafts, belts and drive wheels to operate machinery
such as chaff cutters.3r

The thatched round house at Pitt Farm, although superficially attractive, is in poor
condition. It may also date from 1809. It is shown on the 1838 tithe map, with eight
sides built out from the south west side of the barn. It is clearly a later addition since one
wall abuts the barn about half way across the threshing door and the roof projects into the
door openings on both sides. The building, a maximum of 20' across, is mainly timber
framed, the only stonework being the two piers supporting the ends of the main horse
engine beam and a brick and stone plinth around the other sides. The main beam is 20'
between the walls, of 12" x 12" rough hewn timber.
On the plinth at each of the three projecting corners is an 11" x 9" post, supporting an
8" x 3" wall plate which carries the rafters (or hips) and a rudimentary truss with a king
post and tie beam across the centre over the main beam. All the structural timbers
appear to be English elm except where later supports of sof¡vood have been inserted.
The sides are filled in with an assortment of horizontal weatherboard walling and
softwood windows, and ledged and braced doors, all of which are later additions, the
building originally having been open sided. The main engine supporting beam and its
bracing remain but the engine wheel, vertical shaft and drive gear are missing. One end
of the main beam rests on a 9" x 4" hardwood lintel built into the stonework over a 21"
x20" opening which suggests that there may have been an additional drive shaft passing
out into the open. The main drive shaft passed into the barn through one of a series of
holes in the cob to operate the threshing machine.
7
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The 'Seale Hayne' buildings
The buildings round the yard are constructed of Devonian limestone rubble walling. All
are distinctive for their white brick a¡ches, reveals, quoins and piers - the 'hall mark' of
the farm buildings rebuilt between 1890 and 1900. They have slated roofs.
On the yard side of the barn, lean-tos (1k) were added - a poultry house with a small
shuttered window,32 a calving box and a linking slate roof. The calving box has a
wooden door of pointed vertical slats, alternate ones to half and full door height - a
popular design locally.33 The rear window has three panes of glass in the small upper
opening section, and a wooden vertical slatted 'hit and miss' ventilation system - also
popular.3a This style of door and window were probably once in all the stock buildings
round the yard but most have now been replaced. The lintel of the roof linking the leantos is supported in the centre by a pillar of the local white bricks.3s These lean-tos,
most recently used to house young cattle, have home made hay racks incorporating cider
barrel staves - no doubt well æasoned with alcohol.

The cattle buildings
Although they have not been structurally altered, it is difficult to fit the cattle buildings
of the 1904 description to the buildings on the ground. However, since the 1904 sale
particulars make no mention of the barn, roundhouse or roothouse, perhaps there is a
degree of estate agents' licence.
On the west side of the yard is the shippen (1Ð with the trackway close behind it; its
external length is over 90'. In the obtuse angle between this and the barn, are two loose
boxes (1e) for cattle. From outside the yard this is an impressive high curving stone
wall in excellent repair. The lower paft is of older stonework than the rest, and includes
some river stone, confirming that the 1904 buildings were rebuilt on the same site as
previous buildings.
Where the loose boxes meet the shippen is a covered gateway with double doors to yard
and trackway. The 20' wide shippen has a loft but the only access is either from the
covered way or a small door half way along the front, neither of which are especially
practical for the handling of hay, even in the days of plenty of manpower.

It is possible that widening the shippen to 20' was one of the main 'modernisations'

to

the buildings at the turn of the century. The 'feeding way' does seem to be stressed in
the sale particulars. This needed considerably more space in front of the cattle than when
they were tied up close to the wall, but it allowed roots or concentrate feeds as well as
hay to be allocated to each cow, in a manger, without waste. Where the shippen meets
the stable on the outside angle of the yard is a 1.6' x 12' root house (1g). This is ideally
placed for the carrying of mangolds, swedes etc along the feeding way to the cows. Cool
and dark, it was filled from outside through a wide access chute by tipping from a trailer
on the higher ground level. All the cattle buildings were designed to be cleaned out by
hand and are impractical for the winter housing of livestock to-day.
9

In recent years the shippen and stable (1h) have been adapted to standings for 14 and 10
corüs respectively with 'in line' machine milking. A small dairy for the bulk tank was
added to the front of the covered way, part blocking the yardside doorway.
The shippen meets the stable at an acute angle. There is a large granite drinking trough
here. The stable doorway is flanked by windows and above is a door into the loft, which
also has a south east window. Under the front eaves are wooden pigeon boxes. It was
built as a four-stall stable, with a loose box and harness room but none of the fittings
remain except the internal wooden steps to the loft.
The space between the stable block and the granary to the south east is filled by the single
storey trap house (1i) and wood house, probably a refurbishment of the gig house
mentioned in 1842 and now a garage and store partly enclosed with white brick. The
granary (1j) joins the house at right angles. It was described in 1904 as'new cider cellar
with granary over' and has some lower stonework of the old local type, similar to the
barn. The cellar has a door generously wide for cider barrels and one window with 'hit
and miss' wooden ventilation slats. There is direct access into the cellar from the house.
The front of the building is dominated by the flight of 12 granite steps to the granary
above. Level with the 5th step is the re-used datestone of 1809. At the top is the
substantial iron arm bracket and wheel of the sack hoist, but without its chain, mentioned
in 1935 among the landlord's fittings. The doorway into the granary has a small gable
roof, and there is one window overlooking the trap house to the north. And finally
Charles Seale Hayne put up a new cart shed (11) in the same style of limestone and
white brick, with four south facing stone pigsties (11) attached, to the south of the main
barn near the yard entrance.

2. The Cider Works
Situated to the north of the main farmyard and on the opposite side of the access track
is a most unusual building to find on a farm. It is a massive building over 100' long and
33' wide with an exceptional number of large window openings. It is twice the width of
any normal agricultural building of the period and is more reminiscent of Victorian mills
or warehouses. To the west of the building is a steeply wooded hillside dropping down
to the valley where the lower yard is situated.
The cider works is built so that the east side is set into the bank. Both the southern 64'
section consisting of barrel cellar (2a) with apple store (2b) above, and the northern
40' section consisting of the cider press room (2c) with apple crusher loft (2d) above,
can be reached from a higher or lower level. The building is of stone under slate roofs
There is a change of roof level and a join in the
of gentle pitch and gable
stonework between the two sections of the building: the southern section has dressed
limestone quoins at its northern end where the smaller part has apparently been added by
additional digging into the bank.

ends.

The barrel cellar has a southern entrance with a wide door suspended on iron rollers; on
its west side are 7 windows. Above these are the 7 windows of the apple store which
also has 3 windows and a double width doorway on the east side (at upper ground level).
10
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The press room has nvo single width doors on the west side (lower level) and,2 windows.
The crusher loft area has only a half floor over the northern end of the press room.
There are 4 windows on east side and 3 on the west. Double doors at upper ground level
at the north end are under a wooden beam and attractive limestone relieving arch.
Despite the apparent two stages of building, the windows of both parts of the building are
all the same style with wooden frames and single centre mullion, wooden shutters with
metal strap hinges and 4 vertical iron bars. They are 41" square and have never been
glazed.
The stone used is chiefly local culm measures sandstone, similar to the footings of the cob
barn and distinctly different from the limestone of the 'Seale Hayne' buildings. The
roofs, of Devon slate, possibly from Pennrecca quarry at Stavefton,3ó have been covered
with tar and sand; the undersides have been carefully plastered and limewashed between
the rafters.

From the press room to the barrel cellar the only access is a 31" wide doorway scarcely
wide enough for barrels to be taken through; there is a drop of over 4' to the cellar floor.
Above this doorway there isa27" x 33" opening from floor level in the apple loft into
the press room. Both openings have white brick surrounds.
The interiors are dramatic. The barrel cellar has 6 sofnvood beams each over 10" square
and spanning the full interior width of the 33' wide building. The 3 beams ne¿rest the
south entrance are sawn; the others are tree trunks. All have a slight camber. The east
ends of the beams have rotted (being below ground level) but have been reinforced with
wooden blocks bolted to their undersides. The centre of each beam is now also supported
by an acroprop. The 2l sets of joists rest on the beams - they are not set into them.
The lime ash floor, now partly damaged, still has areas which are as hard and smooth as
any well-laid modern cement-based floor. Above the barrel cellar is the apple loft, with
6 softwood kingpost-with-struts trusses spanning the 33' width.37 The floor has 13"
wide softwood boards and the walls are limewashed.

The press room once contained 2 cider presses. The south half is open the full height
to the roof and now contains a press with wooden bed and single cast iron screw. The
apple juice drains into a handsome granite trough set into the brick floor. There is a
capstan post to help tighten down the press. The æcond granite trough remains but its
press has gone. At the rear of the press room, there is a second capstan post 14" in
diameter: it is hexagonal with either a deep slot or the stub of a sawn-off projecting arm
on each side. This does not seem to relate to the presses and may have operated the
original crusher. There is a vertical wooden chute from the half loft for the apple pulp
from the present crusher. This crusher is designed to be belt driven off the pto of a
tractor positioned in the doorway at the upper level. The half loft is supported on 2
beams - a single softwood tree trunk sawn in half longitudinally and up to 14" deep. The
3 trusses match the apple loft. The cider press and crusher have been in regular use up

to

1995.

The building dates from between 1810 and 1840. There are strong indications that cider
making was not the original planned use: Why should a farm have a building of this
12
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enonnous width and with so many window openings for cider making which was
normally carried out in traditional buildings? The building has a join in the stonework
indicating a2-stage build but the roof trusses and windows all match. However by 1842
when a tenant was sought for Pitt Farm the advertisement stated that there was'cellarage
arranged for 400 hogsheads of cider, being well adapted for a cíder merchant'. At 54
gallons per hogshead, this works out at 2I,600 gallons storage capacity. In an extremely
good year the apples from an acre of orchard might produce 10 hogsheads of cider but
2 to 3 hogsheads per acre was more usual.38 Around one hundred and frfty acres of
orchard would be needed to guarentee a supply of apples. Pitt Farm had 28 acres in
I842.3e The timbers for the trusses and beams would not have been grown locally, the
softwood for the trusses probably coming from the Baltic region. If this was the case,
it was probably imported through Teignmouth.
The 'work study' of the cider making process at Pitt Farm was not planned. The apples,
having been initially stored in sacks in the apple loft must then be transported round from
its east door to the crusher loft door at the north end. The apple loft, with crusher
incorporated into the floor, is normally found over the press room. The barrels stored
in the cellar have to be transported via its south door round to the west side of the press
room, and returned again by the same route when full, or else manoeuvred through the
inadequate intercommunicating door. On most farms the barrels were stored either in the
same room as the cider press or in an adjacent cellar with wide communicating door.
It seems therefore that a cider merchant at Pitt would not be planning to make all the
cider for the 400 hogsheads, but would be dealing in ready made cider. But again, why
an industrial building on this site? Yes, it was within a few 100 yards of the turnpike bur
not a navigable river as at Totnes where similar buildings are found on the quay. In
1807 after the great fire of Chudleigh 32 spinners, 1.1. weavers and 1 sergemaker made
claims to the Relief Committee€ representing the majority of those involved in the wool
trade, but this trade was already collapsing in the area as elsewhere in Devon. Did the
Pinsents have some industrial or commercial plan that failed? Anthony Crockett in
Chudleigh, A Chronicl¿ notes that there were 'seyeral shipowners lüng in Chudleigh and
the surroundíng area who were (also) operating out of Teignmouth.'ar Did the Pinsents
have shipping interests? Is there any link between this unusual building and their apparent
frnancial crisis in the 1840s suggested earlier in this report? Plans for the future use
of this building are uncertain.

3. The Lower Yard
There is an overgrown track descending from the main farmyard area to the lower yard
and access is now from the main road. Here the old 438 is built up with a high retaining
wall to cross a small valley and its stream. Running nofth from the road is a lane leading
to Culver Coombe, a farm once part of the Pitt Estate. The valley bottom is one field
wide: the northern range of the lower yard fills the width of the valley between the stream
and the lane. The lower yard buildings are L-shaped, but with the stream on its west side
and road wall on the south, the yard has its own boundaries.
These buildings were not recorded in detail and all measurements are approximate. They
are built of a mixture of cob and stone and have been thatched. Comrgated iron has

t4

replaced much of the thatch; some of the remainder is in good repair, but much is in a
poor state. There are 3 access ways into the yard: a bridge for livestock from the
orchard on the far bank; a single width doorway (for men or single file cattle) through
the north range from the valley field; and high double doors (wide enough for horse and
cart) through the long eastern range of buildings beside the lane.

There are five sections to this range of buildings. The double doors into the yard are
through the left hand end of the limestone back wall of a thatched 35' cart linhay (3c)o'
that faces the lane. It is supported on 3 square wooden posts with tie beams to the rear
wall (ie 4 bays, but one bay is the through access to the yard). To the left of the linhay
is a rectangular thatched stone and cob 2-storey building which has some evidence of
having been a dwelling (3d). To the left again is a long single storey low linhay (3e)
facing the yard, with a stone and cob back wall and comrgated iron roof. These 3
buildings form the long side of the L and are, broadly, the usual 15' width of farm
buildings. The north range, averaging 10' wide, joins the cart linhay at an acute angle
and the roofs and walls here are complex with a 9' spur of wall at the rear with an
unknown purpose. The single storey north range is of limestone, with thatch at the rear
and comrgated iron on the yard side. The section nearest the cart linhay has a wall on
the yard side but, though it is open fronted to the field, there is a line of stone footings.
A stone wall divides this 20' north facing linhay (3b) from the rest of the range which
is a 35' cattle linhay (3a) facing the yard. It has a solid stone rear wall against the field
with a single doorway at its east end.

The 'dwelling' now has a 6'6" doorway to the cart linhay and a small door at the other
end. It has 3 ground floor windows, two facing the yard and one facing the lane. These
now have the same vertical metal bars as in the windows of the cider works and have
white brick surrounds. There are two chamfered and stopped beams, the joists have had
laths nailed on the undersides and there is the remains of some internal plaster. The 1904
letting particulars refer to this building as 'root house with Iofi over' . Cattle have licked
a large hollow area from the cob on the yard side, probably seeking minerals - their own
choice of salt lick.a3
The cart, cattle and north facing linhay roofs are 8'6" to the eaves, but the low linhay is
less than 6' to the eaves. Many of the roof timbers for the whole range have been
replaced, or are in poor repair; some are A-frame with wooden pegs. The 4-bay cattle
linhay has a 7' wide comrgated iron roofed extension along the front giving additional
shelter in this rather narrow building.
The whole yard makes a good enclosed area in which to winter and feed young cattle, but
sadly cannot now be used for this purpose because of the proximity of the stream and the
National Rivers Authority regulations. The long term future of these buildings has not
been decided.

Outside the yard, between the low linhay and the lane is a nineteenth century farm
cottage (3Ð and its garden. It is probably the 'cottage, near the House, for a Hínd'44
referred to in the 1842 letting advertisement.
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The field linhay
Situated in a hedge between two fields on the flood plain near the river, but no longer
belonging to Pitt Farm, is a double sided stone built linhay. It has a loft and a slate roof;
it has a central wall along the hedge line, and granite 'front' supports in each field giving
sep¿uate shelter to livestock from both fields. A double sided linhay is most unusual.

The farm
During the 55 years that V H Buckingham was tenant or owner of Pitt Farm, farming
practices altered greatly. However, while keeping abreast with the times, he was not
carried away by new ideas of intensive stocking or specialisation. Pitt remained a
traditional mixed farm. The substantial buildings were adapted to suit changing needs.
Near the cider works, two home built pole barns were erected for hay and straw storage;
the yards were concreted, a small dairy added for the bulk tank for the milk from the 35
cow dairy herd. There was also a flock of around 100 ewes. Home grown grain was
stored in the main barn and pigs were once housed in the cider barrel cellar. Cider was
produced from the farm's orchards until 1995. Some land was lost for the new road and
bridge spanning the river and dual carriageway. Some has been developed: in nearby
Chudleigh Knighton, residential mobile homes occupy the appropriately named
'Buckingham Orcha¡d'. Hugh Buckingham now farms the land and has a modern milking
parlour, cattle housing and barns on a green fìeld site nearby.

Conclusions

The farmstead, cider works and lower yard all have their own characteristics and
peculiarities. The sound stone buildings of the main farmstead and the style of mixed
farming with apple orchards are both more characteristic of the South Hams than of the
hilly farms which cover the rest of Hennock parish. The cider works stands out as the
most unusual building being similar in size and appearance to warehouses on Totnes quay.
The lower yard, because it was not the main focus of the farm's activities, has scarcely
changed since the early nineteenth century, There is scope for further research into the
fortunes of the Pinsents which might throw light on the true origins of the cider works
and the sale of the Pitt Estate. The character of the farmstead and other buildings has
been retained chiefly because of the long tenure by V H Buckingham who took on a farm
which already had substantial buildings.
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APPENDICES

Appendix

I

Exeter Flying Post: 6 October 1842

'A MOST DESIRABLE ESTATE IN THE PARISH OF HENNOCK, DEVON,
to be LET for a Term of 7, 10, or 14 years from Christmas next, a part of that well
known ESTATE called PITT Situated One Mile from Chudleigh, consisting of 125 Acres
of excellent LAND, 28 Acres of which is prime Orchard; a DWELLING HOUSE fit for
a respectable Family, with Gig House, Barns, Stables and all necessary Outbuildings;
Two Pound Houses and Cellarage arranged for 400 hogsheads of Cider, being well
adapted for a Cider Merchant. Attached is an excellent Walled Garden, well stocked; a
Cottage near the house for a Hind, and Four Labourers' Cottages ¿ìre on the Farm.
The above Estate is delightfully situated on rising ground, commanding extensive
views of the River Teign (which runs through the Estate) and the beautiful Scenery of
Lord Clifford's Park, Woods
The Coaches pass daily from Exeter to Newton,
Ashburton, Torquay and Plymouth; it is only One Mile from Lime Kilns. The Cider
made on this Estate is equal to any in England.'
The Tenant to pay all Rates and Tæres, and to keep the Premises in repair, being
allowed Rough Timber for the same.
This desirable Property is in an excellent neighbourhood, 1 mile from the Town
of Chudleigh, 5 from that excellent Market Town, Newton, 11 from Exeter, and within
one hour's drive of Teignmouth, Dawlish and Torquay. Roads excellent. The Taken will
have to pay for the Wheat sown.
For viewing the same, apply on the Premises; and for further particulars, to Mr.
HUSSEY, V/aybrook, ffiil Exeter; to whom Sealed Tenders are to be delivered on or
before the 31st day of October next, soon after which the Pe¡son whose Tender is
accepted will have notice thereof. Mr H. is not bound to accept the highest Tender.
Dated V/aybrook, September 23rd,, t842.

etc.

Appendix

II

From Salc paticulnrs of 1904

A Capital Farm known as PITT FARM in the parish of Hennock containing 108
acres 3 roods 16 perches of superior arable, pasture and orchard land.
The Farm house is built of stone and is well situated a short distance from the.
High Road to Ashburton, with neat Garden and Shrubbery in front, containing good
sitting room and two kitchens, four bedrooms and attics;
Homestead and suitable newly-built Farm Buildings; comprising newly-erected,
stone-built and slated fi.ve-stall bullock house, to tie up ten beasts, feeding way and loosebox at side. Another stone-built and slated cattle house to tie up seven beast, feeding
28

way, loose box and newly-built calf house at end; stone and thatched lean-to cart shed,
stone-built and slated poultry house, newly-built stone-built and slated four-stall stable,
with loose box, harness room and loft over, newly-built trap house and wood house;
outside w.c.; newly-built cider cellar and granary over, with stone steps, also range and
four newly-built piggeries and cart shed, good pound house, and ¡po cider presses.
Also adjoining the Ashburton road, the following buildings: Labourer's cottage, rough
cast and thatched, containing four rooms, with garden and yard, detached stone and
thatched range of open cattle sheds, root house and loft over, another range of open ditto,
with enclosed yard, and a range of enclosed ditto, with natural supply of water running
through yard.

Appendix

III

From notice 'To Let by Tender 1935'

Pitt Farm, formerly The Home Farm, Pitt, an excellent Homestead with
exceptionally pleasantly situated and convenient stone built and slated superior dwelling
house, containing two reception rooms, kitchen scullery, tiled floor dairy, scalding house,
larder, w.c. and usual offices on the ground floor, four bedrooms, bathroom (H and C)
and V/C on the first floor, and two attics over having main water supply.
Two good cottages and extensive and modern farm buildings the latter consisting
of stone-built and slated shippen to tie seventeen cows and calving house, with lofts over;
stone-built and slated stable (4 stalls and loose box); harness room and trap house with
loft over; young cattle houæs, corn chamber, granary, meal house and piggeries.
Excellent stone-built and slated cider cellar with pound house, single screw pound and
apple engine, large tile-roofed barn, implement linhay and enclosed yard with water
supply;
whilst at the Lower Buildings are thatch roofed root house, implement shed and
galvanised iron roof open cattle linhays situate around another enclosed yard.
The following machinery is the property of the landlords and will remain for tlre
uæ of the tenant, he undertaking to keep and leave same in proper repair:
5 H.P. 'Lister' petrol engine.
shafting as fixed with three fast and one loose pulley.
necessary belting.
Combined 'Albion' bruiser and mill.
'Albion' two knife chaff cutter.
Reed Comber.
Saw bench and circular saw.
Iron arm bracket and chain hoist for granary.
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